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Chapter 1  Atmospheric and Oceanic Simulation

In this report, we present preliminary validation results of the developed non-hydrostatic atmosphere and ocean compo-

nents. We describe outline of model configuration and physical performance of the each component. We have performed

experiments of 72 hours forecast with the global cloud permitting atmosphere model which has developed in the Earth

Simulator Center and those physical performance shows comparable results compared observational data. In addition, typhoon

tracking and intensity of precipitation for 72 hours forecast experiments have been showed and a part of results was presented

in this report. 15 years integration of North Pacific basin has been carried out and reasonable performance has been obtained

with the ocean component. Using nesting scheme, seasonal variability along east coast in Kanto region has been presented in

order to confirm the physical performance of our ocean component.

Keywords: non-hydrostatic dynamical core, AGCM, OGCM, coupled atmosphere-ocean model, cloud micro physics,

typhoon tracking

1. Introduction
In the Earth Simulator Center, we have been developing a

global/regional coupled non-hydrostatic atmosphere-ocean-

land simulation code with high computational performance

since FY2003. This simulation code was designed for the

purpose of research multi-scale or multi-physics phenomena

in coupled atmosphere – ocean system. The simulation code

will bring us useful tools to research simultaneously global

climate and regional weather/climate and interactions

between weather and phenomena with synoptic scale.

In this report, validation results of the global/regional

non-hydrostatic atmosphere/ocean simulation code, which is

designed and built from scratch in the Earth Simulator

Center, are mainly presented. Configuration of the coupled

simulation code, which is characterized by a grid system,

high order descritization schemes, interpolation schemes and

coupling schemes, is described in section 2. In section 3, we

present results of several experiments with micro-cloud

physics. Furthermore, results of typhoon tracking prediction

trials are presented. In section 4, brief summary and near

future work conclude this report.

2. Model configuration
2.1 Grid system

Yin-Yang grid system[1], which was developed by Dr.

Kageyama of Solid Earth Simulation Group in the Earth

Simulator Center, is used to atmosphere, land and ocean

components. By having this new grid system, we can avoid

the problem of how to cover singular points such as the

south and north poles. The advantage to enlarge the time

step makes progresses of computational performance to be

compared with conventionally utilized latitude/longitude

grid systems.

2.2 Governing equations and descretization

In the atmospheric component, fully compressive three-

dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with rotational effects

(1), continuity equation (2), pressure equation (3) and the

equation of the state (4) are used as follows[2]. Forecast

variables are perturbation density, three components of

momentum, and perturbation pressure.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The treatment of cloud and precipitation is controlled by
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selecting one of parameterization schemes due to horizontal

resolution. For grid spacing greater than 10 km, Kain and

Fritsh scheme is used and cloud micro physics based on

mixed phase micro cloud physics [3] is used for below 5 km

horizontal spacing. Over land, the ground temperature and

ground moisture are computed by using a bucket model as a

simplified land model. As upper boundary condition,

Rayleigh friction layer is set. For the lateral boundary condi-

tion of regional model version, sponge type boundary condi-

tion [4] is used. 

In the ocean component, at present stage, incompressive

and hydrostatic non-hydrostatic equations with the

Boussinesq approximation are used based on describing in

[5][6]. As an additional formulation, UNESCO scheme [7] is

used in order to obtain density in the ocean.

Arakawa-C grid for horizontal spacing is used in both

components. Height-based terrain-following in the atmos-

pheric component and z-coordinate in the ocean component

are introduced for vertical descretization. Lorenz type vertical

representation of parameters is used for both components.

Several descretization schemes are available to be select-

ed. Especially, it is confirmed that 5th order upwind finite

difference method for advection terms and 4th order flux

form of other terms by central differencing are stable with

high accuracy. The 2nd, 3rd and 4th order Runge-Kutta

schemes for large time-step integration and forward-back-

ward scheme for small time-step integration are used in the

atmospheric component. In the ocean component, leap-flog

scheme with Robert-Asselin time filter is also adopted. 2nd

order horizontal/vertical numerical viscosity and divergence

damping are introduced.

Further information of the model configuration is

described in Table 1.

2.3 Sound wave

In atmospheric component, vertical speed of sound is usu-

ally dominant comparing with its of horizontal direction,

because vertical resolution is tend to be finer than horizontal

descritization. Therefore, we use horizontally explicit vertical

implicit (HEVI) scheme [8] in the atmosphere component.

Since a speed of sound wave in the ocean is three times

faster than it in the atmosphere, implicit method to solve

Poisson equation (5) such that

(5)

where

(6)

is adopted under Neumann boundary condition which is

defined as .

Furthermore, Algebraic Multi-Grid (AMG) method [9] is

introduced in order to solve Poisson equation (5), which is

well known as an optimal solution method. In fact, we used

AMG library which has been developed by Fuji Research

Institute Corporation. In the library, AMG method is devel-

oped based on aggregation-type AMG and is used as a pre-

conditioner in Kiylov subspace algorithms. Incomplete LU

decomposition (ILU) is adopted as a smoother, which can

show good computational performance even for ill-struc-

tured matrixes.

2.4 Boundary interface between Yin-Yang gird panels

Boundary conditions between grid panels in Yin-Yang grid

system is specified for the velocity and scalar fields using 6th

order Lagrange polynomials interpolation. One of essential

issues on overset grid systems such as Yin-Yang grid system

is a conservation problem. We have introduced a mass imbal-

ance correction scheme on a boundary of each panels, which

was introduced in [10][11]. We have confirmed that time evo-

lution of relative error by using the introduced mass conserva-

Table 1  Outline of the atmosphere/ocean model configuration.

Non-hydrostatic AGCM Non-hydrostatic OGCM

Fully compressive N–S equations

Yin–Yang grid system

Arakawa–C grid (horizontal), z* (vertical)

4th order Runge–Kutta

5th order flux form, CIP–OSLR

4th order flux form

HEVI, HIVI

Qc, Qci, Qr, Qs, Qg

–

Kain–Fritsch scheme

Smagorinsky scheme (static), dynamic Smagorinsky [LES]

Nesting schemes (1 way, 2 way)

2–dim. decomposiotion, inter nodes:MPI, intra nodes:micro–task 2–dim. decomposiotion, inter nodes:MPI, intra nodes:micro–task

non–hydrostatic incompressive N–S equations

Yin–Yang grid system

Arakawa–C grid (horizontal), z (vertical)

4th order Runge–Kutta

5th order flux form

4th order flux form

Implicit methods (2–dimensional, 3–dimensional)

–

–

–

Smagorinsky scheme (static), dynamic Smagorinsky [LES]

Nesting schemes (1 way, 2 way)

Tide, Multi–grid Methods (Poison equations)

Equations System

Grid System

SpaceDiscrimination

Time

Advection terms

not Advection terms

Sound wave

Gravity wave

Microphysics

Cumulus Param.

Turburance

Parallelization
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tion scheme changes within the limit of rounding error.

2.5 Grid-nesting scheme

The grid-nesting scheme is also introduced not only to

atmosphere but ocean components. Improving model resolu-

tion, meso-scale phenomena in a focused region should be

represented clearly. In addition of conventional widely used

one–way nesting scheme, online one-way scheme on the

Earth Simulator, which is be able to handle global and

regional model experiments at the same time, is introduced

with high computational performance.

3. Validation experiments and results
3.1 Performance of the atmospheric component

Results of several benchmark test experiments suggest

that no “side-effects” on overlapped grids in Yin-Yang grid

system are shown in [12][13][14]. In fact, Williamson’s tests

experiments for shallow water equations, three dimensional

mountain waves and Held-Suarez experiments of 1000 days

integration have been performed. Those results have shown

being comparable with results of previous studies.

[12][13][14].

In addition to experiments of dynamical core, global sim-

ulation to validate physical performance has been performed

under the condition of 11 km / 5.5 km horizontal resolution

with 32 vertical layers. In experiments, the atmosphere com-

ponent includes only cloud micro-physics in spite of cumu-

lus parameterization, although 11 km horizontal resolution is

not suitable to be a cloud resolving model. 72 hours integra-

tion was executed to validate physical performance.

Initialized data was interpolated at 09:00 8th Aug2003 from

Grid Point Value (GPV) data provided by Japan

Meteorological Business Support Center. Sea surface data

was also made by GPV data delivered form 09:00 7th to

09:00 8th Aug2003 and used cyclically during the simula-

tion. Precipitation distribution for global is presented in

Fig. 7(a). Precipitation distribution is corresponding to

observational cloud distribution from the satellite GOES9

shown in Fig. 7(b).

Regional model validation has been performed with one

way nesting from 5.5 km global simulation to 1.15 km hori-

zontal with 64 vertical layers. Initialized data was also inter-

polated by using GPV data at 09:00 8th Aug2003. Boundary

condition was made by interpolation from the above global

simulation with 5.5 km horizontal resolution. Sea surface

temperature was also used cyclically from 09:00 07th Aug to

09:00 8th Aug2003 during the simulation. 72-hours integra-

tion has been performed. Fig. 2 shows the result after 72

hours integration. Meso–γ scale disturbance such as rain

band might be captured in the simulations so that detail

analysis is required.

3.2 The Ocean components validation

In stand alone ocean component, as validation simula-

tions, 15-years integration with 11 km horizontal resolution

and 40 vertical layers has been performed for the North

Pacific basin. Surface heat fluxes and boundary data are

computed from climatological data provided by World

Ocean Atlas (WOA). Momentum fluxes are obtained by

interpolating from climatological data by NCAR. Fig. 3

shows the snapshot in April after 15 years integration. Fig. 3

shows temperature distribution at 15 m depth from the sur-
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(a) Simulation results of precipitation distribution during 
      from 09UTC 08 Aug to 12UTC 08Aug. 

(b)  Observational data

Fig. 1  Global cloud permitting simulation with 5.5 km horizontal reso-

lution (a) and observational data (b).
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Fig. 2  Precipitation (mm/hour) and SLP distribution of ETAU. 
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face, which is corresponding to the second layer from the

surface. Fig. 3(b) shows distribution of absolute value of

horizontal velocity at 105 m depth. Clear eddy resolved dis-

tributions have been recognized in both Fig. 3(a) and (b). 

In the ocean component, regional validation has been also

performed with one way nesting from North Pacific region

with 11 km horizontal resolution simulation to Japanese

Tokai-Kanto region with 2.27 km for horizontal and 40 ver-

tical layers. Fig. 4 shows variation of sea surface tempera-

ture with the Kuroshio north going during winter-summer

season. The seasonal basin-scale circulation in Tokyo bay

area has been influenced by the Kuroshio on progress of sea-

sons.

3.3 Prediction experiments of typhoon tracking and its intensity

72 hours prediction experiments have been performed in

order to show physical performance of the atmosphere com-

ponent which is characterized by cloud permitted model as

mentioned before. These 72 hours global forecast experi-

ments initialized at 09:00 8th August 2003 have been per-

formed with 11 km or 5.5 km horizontal resolution with 64 or

32 vertical layers respectively. In those forecast experiments,

sea surface temperature changed from 09:00 8th August untie

09:00 9th August was used cyclically as boundary data. In Fig.

5, tracking forecast of ETAU and the official ‘best track’

(presented in a black line) which is reported by Japan

Meteorological Agency are shown. Simulated tracking in all

cases are comparable to the best track, even if horizontal/ver-

tical resolution has been changed.

After 72 hours prediction had been performed with

5.5 km resolved global atmosphere component, one way

nested experiment with 1.15 km in Japanese region was exe-

cuted. Fig. 6 presents precipitation distribution summed up

during the term from 18:00 on 7th to 24:00 on 9th August in

2003 when ETAU attacked Japanese region. The distribution

results simulated by global simulation with 5.5 km horizon-

tal resolution are comparable to observed data as shown in

Fig. 6(a) and (c). Simulation predicts two peaks of intensity

in Kii peninsula, although amount of rain is lower than it of

observational data. Fig. 6(b) shows precipitation distribution

simulated by nesting scheme with 1.15 km horizontal resolu-

tion in Japanese region. It is clear that its intensity is differ-

ent from those of 5.5 km/11 km global simulations. In fact,

maximum intensity of wind is stronger in 1.15 km resolution

simulations than simulations with 5.5 km/11 km horizontal

resolution (data not shown). It might suggest that micro clod

physics and turbulent model in the atmosphere component

works well under conditions with 1.15 km resolution.Fig. 3  Simulation results of North Pacific basin after 15 years integration.

(b) Velocity distribution at 105m depth

(a) Sea surface temperature distribution
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Fig. 4  Seasonal Simulation results of North Pacific basin after 15 years

integration.
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Fig. 5  72 hours tracking forecasting of Typhoon ETAU in 2003.
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Further analysis is still required to be clear those differences.

In the case of a global atmospheric component with 11

km horizontal resolution and 32 vertical levels, it takes about

14,000 seconds to finish 72 hours forecasting by using 48

nodes of the Earth Simulator. For the 5.5 km horizontal reso-

lution, 72 hours forecasting took under 14,000 seconds using

192 nodes on the Earth Simulator.

4. Near future work
In this report, preliminary validation results of both the

atmospheric and ocean components were presented. Those

results encourage us to further research/prediction of non-

hydrostatic phenomena such as typhoon, heavy rain. The first

step on development of both the atmospheric and the ocean

components has been completed. Series of experiments using

the non-hydrostatic coupled ocean-atmosphere model will be

started in the near future. 

In addition, the following development will be pursued.

First, optimization with a conservative semi-Lagrangian

scheme with rational function (CIP-CSLR) [12], a chemical

model and an urban models will be introduced, we are going

to challenge target simulations for weekly. Monthly, and

seasonal prediction experiments with our non-hydrostatic

coupled atmosphere-ocean model will be started.
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(a) Simulated results of precipitation with 5.5km horizontal resolution.

(b) Precipitation results in nested Japanese region with 1.15 km horizontal resolution

(c)  Observation data from JMA.

Fig. 6  Precipitation from 0900 UTC 7th to 0300UTC 9th August in 2003.
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Fig. 1  2003 10 ETAU 72
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(a) 全球5.5 km水平解像度による積算降雨分布量の予測結果

(b) 日本領域1.15 km水平解像度による積算降雨量分布の予測結果

(c) 東京管区気象台より発表された同時間に観測された積算降雨量分布

Fig. 2  2003 8 7 0900 UTC 9 0300UTC


